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Abstract
Improving the safety of autonomous vehicles (AVs) by making driving decisions 
in accordance with traffic rules is a complex task. Traffic rules are often expressed 
in a way that allows for interpretation and exceptions, making it difficult for AVs to 
follow them. This paper proposes a novel methodology for driving decision making 
in AVs based on defeasible deontic logic (DDL). We use DDL to formalize traffic 
rules and facilitate automated reasoning, allowing for the effective handling of rule 
exceptions and the resolution of vague terms in rules. To supplement the informa-
tion provided by traffic rules, we incorporate an ontology for AV driving behaviour 
and environment information. By applying automated reasoning to formalized traffic 
rules and ontology-based AV driving information, our methodology enables AVs 
to make driving decisions in accordance with traffic rules. We present a case study 
focussing on the overtaking traffic rule to illustrate the usefulness of our methodol-
ogy. Our evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed driving decision-
making methodology, highlighting its potential to improve the safety of AVs on the 
road.

Keywords Autonomous vehicle · Driving decision · Overtaking · Defeasible deontic 
logic

1 Introduction

Over the last few decades, intelligent systems have been a widely accepted technol-
ogy with various degrees of interaction. Whilst this technology has positive effects, 
there are also negative impacts. For instance, although we recognize the necessity 
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and benefits of advanced vehicle technology for society, road crashes remain a sig-
nificant global public health concern due to the increasing number of fatalities and 
disabilities. Every day, more than 3,7001 people worldwide die as a result of road 
crashes, with driver behaviour accounting for 90% of these incidents. In Australia, 
over 12,0002 people died in road crashes from 2011 to 2020, with an average of 58 
deaths per year in Queensland due to high speed from 2013 to 2017.3 Adhering to 
traffic rules can decrease the likelihood of fatalities and injuries.

Introducing Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) that can automatically make driving 
decisions according to traffic rules can address traffic violations [1–4]. However, it 
is challenging for AVs to adhere to traffic rules whilst making driving decisions. The 
existing regulatory framework does not clearly address how AVs fit in it [5]. The 
current traffic regulatory framework is made for humans. According to Leenes and 
Lucivero [6], the current traffic rule model for AVs may be incomplete for some sce-
narios on the road. For instance, the current traffic rules contain some vague terms 
(e.g., “can safely overtake,” “overtake when there is a clear view,” etc.) that are dif-
ficult for AVs to follow [7]. Furthermore, AVs may be unable to correctly obey the 
rules governing exceptions [7]. To address this issue, this paper proposes an auto-
matic driving decision methodology to resolve the issues mentioned above.

This paper aims to develop a methodology to make driving decisions for autono-
mous vehicles (AVs) according to Queensland’s overtaking traffic rules. Overtaking 
traffic rules is particularly difficult, given their complex and diverse conditions. To 
effectively manage exceptions and vague terms, we applied defeasible deontic logic 
(DDL) [8] to formalize Queensland’s overtaking traffic rules. The reason behind to 
use DDL is that it has been successfully applied to formalizing normative frame-
works in different domains and applications [9, 10], for a detailed overview of DDL 
in the legal domain see [11]. Witt, et al. [10] report very high (syntactic) variability 
of formalizing rules when they are done by a team of coders; moreover, they report 
that adopting a common naming convention and sharing a formalizing methodology 
greatly increase the agreement among the formalizing by the different coders. Also, 
fitting textual provisions in the patterns allows us to identify expressions that could 
have different syntactic structures but the same semantic meaning; such expressions 
will be formalized by the same atoms.

Our contributions to this work are as follows:

• We formalized the Queensland overtaking traffic rules using DDL.
• We verified the formalization of rules for AVs and formulated AV driving infor-

mation into the machine-computable format provided by the simulator. We cre-
ated an ontology knowledge base to make the machine-computable format of AV 
information.

1 https:// www. who. int/ viole nce_ injury_ preve ntion/ road_ traffi c/ en/.
2 https:// www. bitre. gov. au/ stati stics/ safety.
3 https:// stree tsmar ts. initi atives. qld. gov. au/ speed ing/ facts heet.

https://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/road_traffic/en/
https://www.bitre.gov.au/statistics/safety
https://streetsmarts.initiatives.qld.gov.au/speeding/factsheet
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• Finally, we designed a reasoning engine to make driving decisions based on traf-
fic rules. This reasoning engine requires the machine-computable format of AV 
driving information (ontology) and formalized traffic rules.

The proposed driving decision methodology is evaluated by an empirical experi-
ment where the legality of overtaking manoeuvres by an AV is evaluated by humans 
(drivers and domain specialists). The experiment gives us a way to determine if the 
‘vague terms’ and ‘exceptions’ were properly captured and handled. It is hypothe-
sized that the proposed driving decision methodology will be effective if its outcome 
is close to the human legal perception. Two types of cases (clear and borderline) 
were designed to evaluate the methodology performance by covering all aspects of 
situations that humans face in real life whilst taking legal action. Humans can judge 
clear cases directly, but it is challenging for them to judge borderline cases. Ideally, 
in clear cases, a human could approach 100% accuracy, and in borderline cases, the 
accuracy should be close to 50%.

According to the experiment outcome, around 85% (clear cases) and 59% (bor-
derline cases) degree of agreement is shown between humans and the proposed driv-
ing decision methodology. Based on this reasonable degree of similarity, it can be 
stated that the proposed methodology is promising for making legal driving deci-
sions for Autonomous Vehicles regarding the current Queensland traffic rules.

2  Related Work

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) may soon be introduced into the current transport sys-
tem. However, to achieve this aim, there are several challenges to resolve. Among 
them, one of the critical issues is how AV will make driving decisions according to 
the current traffic rules [7, 12–15]. To address this, AV development has to ensure 
that AV can make driving decisions according to the current traffic rules. Without 
this, safe AV operation cannot be confirmed in the current transport system [3, 16].

Traffic regulation consists of a set of rules that primarily aim to improve road 
safety by regulating the behaviour of road entities such as pedestrians, vehicles, 
bicycles, etc. Some fundamental traffic rules, such as “follow the speed limit,” 
“overtake when safe,” and “always keep clear intersection,” appear to be simple 
enough. Still, numerous subtle meanings and exceptions to these rules necessitate 
situational (surrounding and environmental) awareness and even (value) judgments 
on the driver’s part. Integrating such traffic rules into AV is challenging and requires 
an appropriate reasoning framework, including proper knowledge representation and 
an intelligent algorithm. Until now, various research efforts have focussed on driving 
decision making for AVs according to traffic rules. These studies are discussed in 
further detail below.

Rizaldi, et al. [7] used the Isabelle logic theorem to create a formal representa-
tion of traffic regulations that can be used to observe AV behaviour and confirm 
compliance with these regulations. The rules are transformed into Linear Tempo-
ral Logic (LTL) using High Order Logic (HOL), and a verified checker is applied 
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to validate the AV’s compliance with the formalized rules. Data are assessed 
using discrete-time runs.

Zhang, et  al. [15] proposed an expert system to formalize traffic rules to 
develop the driving knowledge base, which can play a significant role in mak-
ing intelligent driving decisions for AV. A knowledge acquisition method (knowl-
edge hypergraph) was applied to build traffic rules knowledge base. This method 
defined traffic rules concepts, quantitatively explained rule characteristics, and 
created a logical relation between rule terms, and thus accomplished the formali-
zation based on the standardization representation of rules.

Morignot and Nashashibi [17] introduced an ontology-based decision-making 
methodology to ease traffic restrictions, such as crossing solid lanes on the road 
when required for safety. The suggested ontology depicts the AV and other vehi-
cle information, the traffic infrastructure, and the traffic rules. The methodology 
illustrated how SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules could formalize traf-
fic rules to make the driving decision. However, this proposed methodology was 
confined to one traffic scenario.

Another study by Zhao, et al. [18] introduced an ontology model for making a 
fast decision according to traffic rules at the intersection. Ontologies in this pro-
posed method represent knowledge of the sensory data. Traffic rules were repre-
sented (encoded) through SWRL rules. However, the methodology was limited to 
working only on specific traffic rules.

Buechel, et  al. [19] proposed a framework for traffic scenario modelling and 
decision making in uncontrolled intersections for AVs. This framework utilizes 
a traffic situation ontology (e.g., lane 1, lane 2, lane 3, lane 4) and traffic rules to 
improve the AV’s situational awareness. Decision-making rules are derived from 
the traffic situation ontology and traffic rules.

Shadrin, et al. [20] designed an expert system to establish a formal represen-
tation of traffic regulations in specific scenarios to manage AVs. This system 
includes data processing algorithms, multidimensional databases, and a cognitive 
model of traffic objects and their interactions. The traffic rules are categorized 
into two sets, with one including traffic lights, road markings, and road signs and 
the other comprising approximately 800 traffic rules.

The Mivar system introduced in [21] can track vehicle actions in real-time and 
notify the driver about breaches of traffic regulations. The system is composed of 
three primary modules: a trajectory control system (which controls lane position, 
safe distance from other vehicles, etc.), a technical vision system (which provides 
a real-time view of the road situation), and a decision support system (DSS) that 
analyzes data received from other assisted devices. Algorithms are created based 
on this information to oversee the driver’s compliance with traffic rules.

Alves et  al. [22] introduced an intelligent agent-based architecture to model 
AV behaviour and thus make an ethical decision if required to violate traffic 
rules. This architecture consists of an ethical agent, which ensures the safety of 
road entities by monitoring AV behaviour. Traffic rule was formlaized using the 
GWENDOLEN agent programming language. However, the proposed architec-
ture was limited to specific traffic scenarios.
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McLachlan et al. [23] proposed a method for deconstructing the traffic rule and 
representing it with the necessary needed information for the decision making of 
autonomous driving. Using legal vocabulary, the technique deconstructs road rules, 
which are then specified in structured English logic, Boolean Logic. The key points 
of this method are that the chronology of operation and processes of rules were 
represented through Boolean logic. The evaluation of this rule representation was 
conducted on 23 UK road rules. However, this methodology of deconstructing traf-
fic rules works only for simple traffic laws, such as traffic lights, seat belt wearing, 
speed limit etc.

None of these researches addresses traffic rule vagueness and exceptions together, 
which can present challenges when making driving decisions. Our proposed 
approach addresses these issues by utilizing a DDL-based traffic rules formaliz-
ing mechanism that enables effective handling of exceptions and resolution of rule 
vagueness, thereby enabling AVs to make appropriate driving decisions. Moreover, 
none of the previous studies evaluated their proposed approach by comparing the 
results (reasoning outcome) with human evaluation. In this research, a robust human 
evaluation, including domain specialists (driver trainers), is conducted to evaluate 
the proposed driving decision methodology. This evaluation (qualitative and quanti-
tative) has proved this proposed driving decision methodology’s effectiveness.

3  Driving Decision Methodology

The proposed approach involves three interrelated modules that collaborate to 
allow autonomous vehicles to make driving decisions based on traffic rules. The 
first module concerns transforming traffic rules into a format that can be interpreted 
by machines. The second module concentrates on structuring AV information in a 
manner that is consistent with the formatted traffic rules. Lastly, the third module 
involves mapping and reasoning the traffic rules and AV data to establish the opti-
mal driving decision. Each module is briefly explained below.

3.1  Traffic Rules Formalization

In this section, we present our methodology for formalizing traffic rules in a 
machine-computable format using DDL as its formal foundation. The proposed 
methodology consists of four steps, illustrated in Fig.  1: define atoms, identify 
norms, define if–then structures, and formalizing rules using DDL. These steps are 
done manually. The methodology’s input is a set of traffic rules in natural language.

Define Atoms: To translate traffic rules into a machine-computable format, we 
start by defining atoms that are composed of terms that can be evaluated as either 
true or false. These atoms are based on the terms used in the rules, including the 
subject (s), predicate (p), property (pr), object (o), and qualifier (q) in the rule 
sentence. However, the structure of traffic rules can be heterogeneous, which cre-
ates variations in the atom structure. To address this issue, an empirical study of 
the Queensland Traffic Rules was conducted, and atoms were semantically defined 
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based on five aspects: Subject-Predicate-Object, Subject-Predicate-Qualifier-Object, 
Subject-Property, Subject-Predicate-Object-Object, and Subject-Qualifier-Predicate-
Object. For instance, the Queensland Traffic Rule, part 11 division 3 rule 142(1).b, 
states that “the vehicle is giving a right change of directional signal”. By applying 
our proposed method of defining atoms, we can represent this rule as S-P-O (Sub-
ject-Predicate-Object): vehicle_IsGiving_rightChangeOfDirectionSignal.

Atom vehicle_ Is G i vi ng _ ri g ht C h an g eO fDi r e ct io n Si gn a l .

Identify Norms: Norms are the set of conditions that dictate the particular 
actions in rules, defining conditional terms and concepts within the rules. Each 
norm is represented by one or more rules that can be either constitutive or pre-
scriptive. Constitutive rules establish the terms that are specific to legal docu-
ments, whereas prescriptive rules indicate the “mode” of behaviour using deontic 
modalities such as obligation, permission, and prohibition. Obligation mandates 
the subject to perform a particular action, whilst prohibition prohibits the subject 
from performing an action. Permission denotes the state of an action where the 
subject has no obligation or prohibition to act. The study at hand identifies norms 
based on both constitutive and prescriptive rules. For example, in the Queens-
land Traffic Rules, part 11, division 3, rule 141 states that “A driver must not 
overtake to the right of a vehicle if the vehicle is….”. Here “must not” (prohibi-
tion) is identified as a prescriptive norm within this statement. As an instance of 
constitutive rule, in Queensland Traffic Rule, part 11 division 3, rule 151A (5) 

Fig. 1  Workflow for traffic rules 
formalization
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states: “end no filtering sign means a traffic sign”. Here, we can identify the norm 
“means”, which defines what is “end no filtering sign”.

Define if–then structure Traffic rules prescribe specific actions and behav-
iours for the subject to follow. Each rule consists of two parts: an antecedent or 
premise and a consequent or conclusion. Logical operators such as OR, AND, 
XOR, and NOR can be used to join multiple antecedents. For instance, Queens-
land overtaking rule 143 (1.a) states that, “A driver must not drive past, or over-
take, to the left of a vehicle displaying a do not overtake turning vehicle sign, 
unless—if the vehicle is turning left and is giving a left change of direction sig-
nal”. We can represent the if–then structure of this rule by defining the atoms and 
specifying the norms as follows:

IF

%% displaying a do not overtake turning vehicle sign %% 

vehicle_Displa y_doN otO vertakeT urningV e hicleSign // atom 

AND

%% if the vehicle is turning left %% 

vehicle_IsTurningLe ft // atom 

AND

%% is giving a left change of direction signal %% 

vehicle_IsGiving LeftChange OfD ire ct ionSignal // atom 

THEN [OBL] // norms

%% A driver must not drive past to the left of a vehicle %% 

NEG (driver_D rive PastToT heL eftO f_ve hicle ) 

Rule Formalization using DDL: We consider the traffic system as a normative 
system composed of a set of clauses or norms to transform traffic rules into a specific 
format (interpretable by machine) using DDL. One or more rules express each norm 
in the form of “if…then” statements, where the antecedent describes the conditions 
of applicability, and the consequent describes the normative effect. For example:

We categorize norms/rules as either constitutive or prescriptive. Constitutive 
rules establish the terminology used in the normative system, whereas prescriptive 
rules decide the normative effects that are enforced based on the applicable condi-
tions. The normative effects are conveyed through deontic modalities like Obliga-
tion (O), Prohibition (F), and Permission (P). These modalities are modal operators. 
When a modal operator is applied to a statement, it transforms it into a new proposi-
tion by defining the “truth” of the original proposition. According to QLD Overtak-
ing Traffic Rule 143 (2), the proposition: “driver_DrivePastToTheRightOf_vehicle” 

𝛼1,… 𝛼
n
=> 𝛽; where 𝛼1,… 𝛼

n
are the conditions and 𝛽 is effect.
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signifies that the driver is passing a vehicle from its right side. Using the aforemen-
tioned deontic operators, we may differentiate the following claim:

• PassRight/OvertakeRight This is a factual statement that is true if the following 
vehicle approaches/overtakes from the right and false in all other circumstances 
(¬ PassRight/OvertakeRight is true).

• [O]PassRight/OvertakeRight This is a deontic expression, meaning that the fol-
lowing vehicle must pass/overtake on the right of the leading vehicle. The state-
ment is true if the requirement to pass is in effect in a specific situation.

• [F] PassRight/OvertakeRight This is a deontic expression, meaning that the fol-
lowing vehicle is not allowed to pass/overtake on the right. The statement is true 
if the prohibition against passing is in effect in a specific situation.

• [P] PassRight/OvertakeRight This is a deontic expression, meaning the following 
vehicle can pass/overtake on the right. If the right to pass is given in a certain 
situation, the statement can be judged to be true.

We adopt the standard deontic logic relationships between these ([O], [P], [F]) 
deontic modalities, which can be exemplified as follows (taking the example of the 
“pass/overtake” atom):

A complete example of formalizing traffic rules using DDL is shown in Fig. 2. 
We used the Queensland (QLD) Passing or Overtaking Traffic Rules 143 (2) for this 
example.

QLD Traffic Rule 143: Passing or overtaking a vehicle displaying a do not 
overtake turning vehicle sign (2) A driver must not drive past, or overtake, to the 
right of a vehicle displaying a do not overtake turning vehicle sign if the vehicle is 
turning right, or making a U-turn from the centre of the road, and is giving a right 
change of direction signal, unless it is safe to do so.

Formalization of Traffic Rule 143 (2): The machine-computable format of Traf-
fic Rule 143(2) is presented in Fig. 2, where we have combined atoms, norms, and 
if–then structures using the mechanisms described earlier and thus formalized the 
rules. Each rule is assigned a unique identifier, such as r143_2_i, r143_2_ii, etc. The 
priority of the formalized rules is illustrated at the bottom of this figure, where they 
are ordered according to the priority of traffic rules.

3.2  Ontology Knowledge Base

Ontologies are a structured approach to organizing knowledge, comprising con-
cepts (classes) and relationships (properties) arranged hierarchically within a 
specific knowledge domain. They offer a comprehensive semantic network that 
enables seamless communication and information sharing between software and 
hardware agents by creating precise and comprehensive conceptual schemas. 

[F] pass∕overtake ≡ [O]¬pass∕overtake

[O] pass∕overtake ≡ [F]¬pass∕overtake

[P] pass∕overtake ≡ ¬[O]¬pass∕overtake
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The ability of an ontology to represent knowledge in machine-computable RDF 
(Resource Description Framework) data makes it a crucial feature as it defines 
the data model through conceptual statements [24]. This approach can close the 
gap between AV perception and knowledge processing, as demonstrated by previ-
ous studies [25, 26]. Thus, we utilize ontologies, a machine-computable knowl-
edge base, in our work to represent AV information. Moreover, previous research 
shows that ontology is an effective tool for representing driving behaviour and 
road maps, which is significant for AV knowledge processing [25]. The machine-
computable knowledge base is used as input to the reasoning engine, which 

Fig. 2  Formalization of Queensland Overtaking Traffic Rule 143 (2)
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analyzes the available data to determine the legal requirements for the AV in a 
particular situation.

The knowledge base is comprised of two ontologies: AV behaviour and AV 
environment ontology. The AV behaviour ontology is constructed using data on 
AV behaviour, such as acceleration, speed, direction signal, etc. A simple ontology 
design of AV behaviour is shown in Fig. 3. Meanwhile, the environment ontology is 
created using information about the road, such as road markings and type, as well as 
details about the surroundings of the AV, such as other vehicles. All of this data is 
gathered via the CARRS-Q advanced driving simulator.4 Moreover, ontologies are 
highly flexible and can be expanded effortlessly by incorporating new ideas, depend-
ing on the requirements, making them extremely adaptable. To create a road map 
in the simulator, we acquire road-related data from the QLD Transport and Main 
Roads website for Queensland, Australia.5

3.3  Reasoning

In this section, we will introduce the reasoning engine that enables AVs to make 
driving decisions based on traffic rules. The working flow diagram of the reasoning 
process is depicted in Fig. 4. The reasoning engine’s input comprises atoms (derived 
from formalized traffic rules), formalized traffic rules, and a knowledge base, repre-
sented by a cloud shape in the diagram. The SPARQL Query Algorithm (Fig. 6) is 
triggered to extract relevant information from the knowledge base.

The reasoning engine (Fig. 4) works in four steps:

 i. The reasoning engine receives atoms and formalized rules from the traffic rule 
formalization section.

Fig. 3  A simple ontology design 
of AV behaviour information

4 https:// resea rch. qut. edu. au/ carrsq/ servi ces/ advan ced- drivi ngsim ulator/.
5 https:// www. tmr. qld. gov. au/ Travel- and- trans port/ Maps- and- guides.

https://research.qut.edu.au/carrsq/services/advanced-drivingsimulator/
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Travel-and-transport/Maps-and-guides
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 ii. For each atom, the “query engine” retrieves corresponding information from 
the knowledge base (ontology) and sends it to the “determine true fact” step.

 iii. The “determine true fact” step analyses and verifies true atoms based on the 
received knowledge base information.

 iv. Selected rules and true atoms are sent to the DDL-based reasoner (TurninBox), 
and thus make driving decisions.

A brief illustration of these four steps (complete working procedure of the rea-
soning engine) is given below based on a case study: a long vehicle right overtaking 
manoeuvre (Fig. 5).

Working Procedure of Reasoning Engine (Case Study)
This section uses a case study (Fig.  5) to describe how the proposed driving 

decision methodology works. It is a 13.5  s (second) overtaking manoeuvre. The 
CARRS-Q advanced driving simulator is used to make this scenario. For every 
0.05 s, the simulator provides information on these manoeuvres. This information 
includes all vehicles, roads, traffic information, etc. For this study, each 0.05-s inter-
val is considered a timestamp.

Fig. 4  Reasoning engine workflow
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In this scenario, the AV (yellow) plans to pass (overtake) the long red vehicle 
(TV-3, which indicates a right turn and displaying a “do not overtake turning vehi-
cle” sign). Meanwhile, the green vehicle (TV-2) is moving in its lane, and the blue 
vehicle (TV-1) is also moving in its lane. AV must consider the blue vehicle (TV-1) 
whilst changing lanes to pass the long red vehicle. The Queensland (QLD) overtak-
ing traffic rules specify that the AV must adhere to traffic rules 145, 144, 143 (2), 
142, and 140 to overtake the red vehicle. According to the author understanding, 
the AV must deal with several vague terms and exceptions, such as “clear view of 
approaching vehicle,” “safe to do so,” and “must not overtake a vehicle to the left 
unless” to perform this manoeuvre.

We randomly selected a time slot (t_118: 18.09  s) to illustrate the reasoning 
behind the proposed driving decision-making methodology. The following section 
outlines the overall reasoning process employed for this particular time slot (t_118: 
5.09 s), step-by-step.

1st Step (Atom): The Traffic Rules Formalization section outlines the fundamen-
tal components of Overtaking Traffic Rules 145, 144, 143 (2), 142, 140. Thirty-eight 
atoms were derived from these rules. Some atoms are shown in below Table 1.

2nd Step (Query Engine): The query engine is equipped with predefined 
SPARQL queries corresponding to each atom. These queries are generated manu-
ally based on an analysis of Queensland’s Overtaking traffic rules. The number of 
queries for each atom may differ. SPARQL is an efficient query language that facili-
tates access to ontology-based knowledge bases. To handle the ambiguity (vague 
terms, such as “safe distance”, “approaching traffic”, etc.) in rules, ontology and 
query methods were utilized to provide a deterministic and algorithmic approach. 
Queries were constructed using state-of-the-art techniques from traffic research to 

Fig. 5  A case study of a long vehicle right overtaking manoeuvre
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determine, for example, whether a given distance between two vehicles was safe. In 
this context, we utilize SPARQL queries to fetch AV behaviour and environmental 
information from the knowledge base. A simple example of a SPARQL query is 
shown below. SPARQL_Query_Algorithm (Fig. 6) is used to trigger these queries 
optimally.

Query: What are AV curvilinear coordinates in time (t)? (AV_Behaviour)

SPARQL: 

prefix ab:<http://www.semanticweb.org/bhuiyanh/ontologies/2020/5/untitled -ontology-137#> 

SELECT ?is_positionx ?is_positiony 

WHERE  

{

ab:vehicle-1  ab:is_positionx ?is_positionx. 

ab:vehicle-1  ab:is_positiony ?is_positiony  

} 

Answer Example:  

“285.551116943” ^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> 

“164.853302002” ^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> 

Table 1  Atoms of QLD traffic rules 145, 144, 143 (right), 142, 140 (case study)

Atoms

145
Atom driver_IsOvertaking_vehicle 

Atom driver_ReturnTo_markedLane 

……………………………………………….

……………………………………………….

144 Atom driver_isDrivingOn_twoWayRoad 

Atom driver_HasPassed_anotherDriver

……………………………………………….

……………………………………………….

143 

(right)

Atom vehicle_IsTurningRight

Atom vehicle_IsMakingUturn

Atom vehicle_IsOn_centreOfRoad

Atom vehicle_IsStationary

……………………………………………….

……………………………………………….

142
Atom driver_OvertakeToTheRightOf_vehicle

Atom vehicle_IsTurningRight

Atom vehicle_IsGivingRightChangeOfDirectionSignal

……………………………………………….

……………………………………………….

140
Atom driver_HasClearViewOf_approachingTraffic 

Atom driver_CanSafelyOvertake_vehicle 

Atom driver_Overtake_vehicle
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There are three inputs for the SPARQL_Query_Algorithm: atom, queries, and 
Knowledge base. In line 2, all of the inputs are initialized into different sets. Lines 
3–12 handle the queries for behaviour ontology. In line 4, qb fetches the queries for 
the atom. In line 6, it is checked whether there are any subqueries for the particular 
query? If the query has subqueries, then the Subquery function is called for that 
query (Line 9); otherwise, in line 7, the query is triggered in the knowledge base to 
retrieve information. Lines 13–22 handle queries for the environment ontology. In 

Fig. 6  SPARQL_Query_Algorithm
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line 14, it is checked whether the particular query has any subqueries or not. If the 
query has subqueries, then the Knowledge_Extract function is called (line 17); oth-
erwise, the Subquery function is called (line 19). In lines 23–32, the Subquery func-
tion is executed. In the subquery function, it is checked whether the subquery has a 
nested subquery or not. If any subquery has a subquery, then the Subquery function 
is called recursively for that subquery. Lines 33–40 handle the knowledge retrieval 
from the knowledge base. In line 34, the query result assigns to the variable q. If 
the query result is NULL, then the process breaks and goes for the following query. 
Some examples of queries and their results are shown in Table 2.

3rd Step (Determining True Facts): This step involves determining the veri-
fiable facts (atoms) that pertain to the driving action of the AV in the overtaking 
scenario depicted in Fig. 4. For each atom, data is retrieved using a query engine 
from the ontology knowledge base. For each atom, the query engine has pre-set 
SPARQL queries. The query results are subsequently compared with these answers, 
and based on the matching results, the atom is determined as true or false. For a 
simple instance, to verify the atom: “vehicle_IsOn_centreOfRoad”, two SPARQL 
Queries are triggered. Based on these queries answers, it is determined whether the 

Table 2  Example of an atom, its corresponding queries and its verification conditions

Atom vehicle_IsOn_centreOfRoad.

Query 1: How many lanes in the road? (AV_Environment)

SPARQL:

prefix as:<http://www.semanticweb.org/bhuiyanh/ontologies/2020/5/untitled-ontology-139#>

SELECT ?is_totallane

WHERE 

{

 as:time as:is_totallane ?is_totallane. 

 }
Answer Example: “3.0” ^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string>

Query 2: What is the target vehicle (TV) Lane Number? (AV_Behaviour)

SPARQL:

prefix ab:<http://www.semanticweb.org/bhuiyanh/ontologies/2020/5/untitled-ontology-137#>

SELECT ?is_lanenumber

WHERE 

{ 

ab:vehicle-2  ab:is_lanenumber ?is_lanenumber  

} 
Answer: “2.0” ^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string>

Verification conditions for this Atom vehicle_IsOn_centreOfRoad.

IF:

TV lane number ≥ Floor (totallane / TV lane number) & TV lane number < totallane is True

THEN: The atom is considered a True atom for the specific timestamp.

ELSE: The atom is considered a False atom.
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atom is true/false. Atom, its corresponding queries and its verification condition is 
shown Table 2.

Some atoms are “black & white”, a simple query checking can verify whether the 
atom is true or false. For example, the “driver_IsDrivingOn_MultiLaneRoad” atom 
can be verified based on a query (“what is vehicle lane number?”) outcome. If the 
vehicle lane number is more than 1, the atom is considered true.

For some atoms, several queries and subqueries and their result required further 
computation to verify atoms. For instance, the atom “vehicle_CanBeSafelyOvertak-
enIn_markedLane” includes two queries, “Is AV in safe-distance?” and “Can AV 
safely change lane?”, both of which necessitate the identification of the AV’s safe 
distance and safe lane change. To address these queries, we reference the methodol-
ogy presented in [27, 28], which provides a means of identifying safe lane changes 
and verifying safe distances for AVs. Once an AV has safely changed lanes, it must 
maintain a safe distance as specified by the safe distance condition.

The process of identifying which atoms are black and white and which need spe-
cialized queries is a manual one. Queries are manually written based on the avail-
able parameters (AV behaviours and corresponding rules) and the understanding of 
the meaning of the parameters.

Once all atoms are analyzed, the system determines the set of true atoms corre-
sponding to the AV’s driving action in the particular time slot (t_118: 5.09 s). Some 
of the true atoms for this instance (case study: Fig. 5) are shown below.

Atom anotherDriver_IsDrivingOn_markedLane 

Atom driver_HasReturnedTo_markedLane  

Atom anotherDriver_IsDrivingOn_lineOfTraffic  

Atom vehicle_IsGivingRightChangeOfDirect ionSignal 

Atom vehicle_IsTurningRight 

…………………………………….

…………………………………….

…………………………………….

Atom driver_IsDrivingOn_MultiLaneRoad 

Atom vehicle_Display_doNotOvertakeTurningVehicleSign 

Atom driver_CanSafelyOvertake_vehicle 

Atom driver_OvertakeToTheRightOf_vehicle 

4th step (mapping and reasoning in turnip): Turnip is a reasoning tool that 
operates on defeasible deontic logic. It takes facts (atoms), strict rules, defeasible 
rules, defeaters, superiority relations, and the modality of DL as input. A compre-
hensive overview of Turnip is beyond the scope of this study. We use Turnip to map 
and reason based on the formalized rules and atoms for our research purposes.
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In this step, the Turnip engine receives true facts (atoms) and formalized rules for 
the specific time slot (t_118: 5.09 s) of the overtaking case shown in Fig. 5. Turnip 
then proceeds to map and reason on these rules and facts, producing the result dis-
played in Table 3. The result of the reasoning indicates that, based on Queensland 
Overtaking Traffic Rules 145, 144, 143 (right), 142, and 140, the AV is prohibited 
([F]) to overtake right, as there is no fact (atom) indicating that AV has a clear view 
of approaching traffic. However, if the AV had a clear view of approaching traffic 
(Table 3), then the AV had permission to overtake the vehicle from the right side.

4  Experiment

The proposed methodology for making driving decisions was tested in a large-scale 
experiment where forty overtaking manoeuvres based on eight realistic Queens-
land overtaking traffic scenarios were evaluated. A set of five different overtak-
ing manoeuvres was created for each overtaking traffic scenario. Two of these five 
manoeuvres were clearly legal or illegal, whilst the other three were more ambigu-
ous and difficult to classify. Parameters for the ambiguous situations were set near 
the calculated threshold, whilst values for the clear cases were significantly differ-
ent. For instance, if a safe distance of 10 m was determined, distances of 9 or 11 m 
would be borderline, whilst distances of 1 or 20 m would be considered clear cases. 
The reason for considering these two types of cases is to evaluate the proposed driv-
ing methodology’s performance (effectiveness) in all aspects of driving, both easy 
and complicated.

Initially, the proposed methodology was used to assess these manoeuvres, and 
then participants, including both general drivers and domain specialists, were asked 
to evaluate them. The effectiveness of the methodology was then determined by 
comparing the participants’ evaluations with the proposed methodology’s evalua-
tion. The experiment was conducted in two aspects:

1. determining if each manoeuvre was legal or illegal, and
2. if a manoeuvre was illegal, identify the reason behind it.

Table 3  Turnip reasoning for the case study
Facts (True Atoms) Facts (True Atoms)

anotherDriver_IsDrivingOn_markedLane

driver_HasReturnedTo_markedLane 

anotherDriver_IsDrivingOn_lineOfTraffic 

………………………..

………………………..

driver_OvertakeToTheRightOf_vehicle
driver_CanSafelyOvertake_vehicle

anotherDriver_IsDrivingOn_markedLane

driver_HasReturnedTo_markedLane 

anotherDriver_IsDrivingOn_lineOfTraffic 

………………………..

………………………..

driver_HasClearViewOf_approachingTraffic
driver_OvertakeToTheRightOf_vehicle

driver_CanSafelyOvertake_vehicle

Results Results

   [F]  driver_OvertakeToTheRightOf_vehicle [P]  driver_OvertakeToTheRightOf_vehicle
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Thirty-two participants of varying ages evaluated the forty overtaking manoeu-
vres with a legitimate Australian driver’s license. Eight driver trainers and twenty-
four regular drivers comprised these thirty-two participants. No consideration was 
given to the participants’ gender at any point. Since driver trainers need to know 
more about acceptable (lawful) vehicle passing techniques, they took part in this 
assessment as domain specialists. The study team personally sought out domain spe-
cialists via their driving schools and in-person General drivers. There were three dif-
ferent categories of general drivers as participants, which were:

• Experienced driver (+ 10 years of driving experience),
• Average experienced driver (5–10 years of driving experience) and
• Inexperienced driver (under five years of driving experience).

Each domain specialist evaluated twenty manoeuvres. They assessed ten manoeu-
vres in stage 1, then had a 10-min rest before completing another 10 manoeuvre 
assessments in stage 2. Each general participant reviewed ten manoeuvre videos. 
The participant was given manoeuvres based on randomly selected scenarios. Each 
participant completed the evaluation on their own. Participants were requested to 
refrain from talking about anything else but the examination.

Ten participants—six general participants and four domain specialists—evaluated 
each manoeuvre. They assess the manoeuvres from a set of video footage presented 
by a researcher from a computer screen. Participants double-checked each video and 
determined the manoeuvre’s legality based on their familiarity with Queensland traf-
fic rules. If they determined that a manoeuvre was illegal, they gave justification 
(reasons). The evaluation’s outcome was written down on paper. After finishing all 
assessments, the researcher performed the required post-processing and analysis, 
and then recorded the findings. The effectiveness (performance) of the driving deci-
sion methodology is evaluated in light of this assessment.

Figure  7 illustrates the effectiveness of the driving decision methodology. The 
figure compares the agreement rates between participants and the methodology for 

Fig. 7  Performance of the 
proposed driving decision 
methodology
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clear and borderline overtaking manoeuvres. The results show that, on average, for 
clear overtaking manoeuvres, there is an agreement of 84% and 86% on the legal/
illegal assessment and reason identification, respectively, between the participants 
and the methodology. However, for borderline overtaking manoeuvres, the agree-
ment rates for both legal/illegal decision and reason identification are almost the 
same at 59%. These borderline cases are intentionally created to test human percep-
tion of manoeuvres that are very close to the threshold between legal and illegal. 
The 50% agreement rate indicates that borderline cases are truly ambiguous. Based 
on the agreement rates for clear and borderline cases, it can be concluded that the 
proposed driving decision methodology for autonomous vehicles is promising.

After analyzing the assessment, it is seen that participants have different under-
standings of traffic rules. We do not have any information about why the participants 
made their choice. They provide their decision on what they believe and their per-
ception (of manoeuvres seen in a computer simulation). The result might be more 
palpable if we could recruit participants by interviewing their knowledge of traf-
fic rules and regulations. However, recruiting participants is a challenging task. It 
is difficult to find expected participants through interviews (examining). Moreover, 
assessment from video footage is a challenging task. Sometimes it might be hard to 
observe everything perfectly from video footage.

5  Conclusion and Future Work

This work demonstrates the feasibility of formalizing current traffic rules using 
Defeasible Deontic Logic (DDL) to enable Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) to follow 
traffic rules. By formalizing traffic rules, we can make driving decisions accord-
ing to these rules and determine which rules require additional interpretation for 
AVs. Whilst some existing traffic rules require human interpretation, AVs need 
proper additional information to interpret these terms accurately. In this work, 
queries for each atom represent the necessary additional interpretation for traf-
fic rules, allowing AVs to make accurate driving decisions according to traffic 
rules. This formalization mechanism could be valuable for technology contribu-
tors developing AVs and transport authorities to understand the interpretation of 
existing traffic rules for AVs.

We plan to experiment with the proposed driving decision methodology in the 
CARRS-Q level 4 AV in realistic test case scenarios. We also intend to expand 
the scope of this formalization mechanism to cover other traffic environments, 
such as lane changes, roundabouts, intersection crossings, and more.

The proposed driving decision methodology is not real-time. This work is sim-
ulation-based. For this work, we are not considering the computational perfor-
mance. Based on the number of parameters (rules and AV behaviour), the compu-
tation time varies. In future, we plan to work in real-time.
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